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1. Introduction. 1. Let g be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra and f) a

Cartan subalgebra of g. Let ir\ be an irreducible representation of g, with

highest weight X, on a finite dimensional vector space V\. A well known theo-

rem of E. Cartan asserts that the highest weight, X, of w\ occurs with multi-

plicity one. It has been a question of long standing to determine, more gen-

erally, the multiplicity of an arbitrary weight of irx. Weyl's formula (1.12)

for the character of tt\ is an expression for the function xx(x) =tr exp ^x(x),

x (Ef), on I) in terms of X and quantities independent of the representation. In the

same spirit the author has always understood the multiplicity question to

mean the following: Let I be the set of all integral linear forms on fi. Let m\

be the function in / which assigns to each integral linear form vE I the mul-

tiplicity m\(v) of its occurrence as a weight of w\. Find a formula for the

multiplicity function m\ in terms of X and quantities independent of the

representation. It is the purpose of this paper to give such a formula (1.1.5).

Obviously a knowledge of the multiplicity function m\ determines Xx(x),

x£f). That is,

(1.1.1) Xx(*) = 2 mx(v) exp (v, *).

On the other hand Weyl's formula asserts that

£ sg(<r) exp(<r(g + X), *)

(1.1.2) xx(*) =  'e"L -
2_, Sg(<r) exp(<r(g), X)

new

where g is one half the sum of the positive roots and W is the Weyl group.

Finding a formula for the multiplicity function m\ in a sense then "accom-

plishes" the division indicated by the formula of Weyl. We hasten to add—

this does not in any way detract from Weyl's formula since it still retains its

overriding and quite remarkable feature of expressing what is in general a

very complicated trigonometric polynomial on f) as a quotient of two rela-

tively simple trigonometric polynomials.

A direct interest in the multiplicity function arises from sources other

than those mentioned above. Included are the following:
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(1) Let £7 be a compact connected Lie group and TC. TJ a maximal toroidal

subgroup. By virtue of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem the induced repre-

sentation of U by a character of T is determined as soon as one knows m\(t>)

for all dominant X and a fixed suitable i>£7. On the other hand such an in-

duced representation is of special interest in algebraic geometry since as one

knows it is equivalent to the representation of U defined by the natural action

of U on the cross sections of the complex line bundle corresponding to v over

the algebraic manifold (flag manifold) U/T. The knowledge of m\(v) for

\^v supplements the Borel-Weil theorem with the information that w\ oc-

curs only on nonholomorphic cross-sections of the line bundle and does so

with multiplicity m\(v). (See [l] for details.)

(2) Concerning infinite dimensional representations a theorem of Gelfand-

Neumark asserts that the restriction, to a maximal compact subgroup U of a

complex semi-simple group G, of an irreducible unitary representation of G

belonging to a nondegenerate series is given, as in (1), as soon as one knows

m\(v) for all dominant X and a fixed suitable v. (See [5].)

A means of computing m\(v) has been given by Freudenthal in [4]. The

computation is based upon a recursive relation satisfied by the values

m\(v), vGT for a fixed X. This relation is an immediate consequence of what

Freudenthal calls the Hauptformel. It is given as (see [3, 2.1 and 3.1])

(1.1.3) £ «*(>- + H)(v + H,<t>) = mx(v)((\ + g,\ + g) - (v + g,v + g))

where the summation is over all positive integers k and all positive roots <p.

For the purposes of finding a formula for m\(v), use of the relation (1.1.3)

carries the repeated disadvantage of having always to divide by terms of the

form ((X+g, X+g) — (v+g, v+g)) even in the case when v is not even a weight

of 7T\. We could find no way in which (1.13) leads to a closed expression for W\.

Let P(n), uG.1, be the integer valued function on I defined by

P(n) = no. of ways n may be partitioned into a sum of positive roots.

It follows from elementary considerations in representation theory that,

the inequality

(1.1.4) wx(X - u) ^ P(u)

holds for all dominant X and all nEI. Now one can show (and we exploit this

fact) that, fixing u, for X sufficiently "far out" in the fundamental chamber

and sufficiently far from the "walls" of the chamber the equality sign in

(1.1.4) will always hold. It seems clear then that a formula for m\ must neces-

sarily involve the function P. It is the main result of this paper to establish

the formula

(1.1.5) mxW = E sg(o-)P(o-(g + X) - (g + x)).
new
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Putting X = 0 yields the following recursive relation for the partition function

P.

(1.1.6) P(u) = -     £    J|W^ - (g - o-g))

for n^O, nEI- (The recursive nature of (1.1.6) is further clarified when it is

recalled that P vanishes outside the cone generated by the positive roots

and g—ag lies in that cone. Also P(0) = 1.)

1.2. An auxiliary result is Theorem 5.1. Theorem 5.1 bears the same rela-

tion to the relation "totally subordinate" among representations, introduced

in §4.4, as does a theorem of Dynkin (Theorem 4.3) to the relation "sub-

ordinate." Theorem 5.1 may be regarded as a weak generalization of the

Clebsch-Gordan theorem.

2. Preliminaries. 1. Let g be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra of dimen-

sion n. Let I be the rank of g and let b be a Cartan subalgebra of g(dim f) = I).

Let B be the Cartan-Killing bilinear form on g. The value B assigns to vec-

tors x, y£g will be denoted by (x, y). One knows that the restriction of B to

f) is nonsingular and hence one may identify b with its dual space. In particu-

lar A, the set of roots of g with respect to f), is then a subset of f). Let f)o be

the real subspace of f) generated by A. Then one knows that b0 has real dimen-

sion I, the restriction Bo of B to bo is positive definite, and

b = f)o + »'bo

is a real direct sum.

Let W be the Weyl group of g regarded as operating on b. Elements

x, y£b are said to conjugate under Wii ax = y for some aEW. One knows that

bo is invariant under W. In fact it is only the action of W on b0 which is of

interest to us. For each root <££ACb0 let b^C bo designate the hyperplane

orthogonal to </> and therefore given by

b*= {x£ b01 (*,<*>) = 0}.

Also let R^EW designate the reflection of b0 through b*. This is given

algebraically by

2(0, *)
Rax = *-<f>

(*, *)

for x£b0.

The open set 3tCb0 defined by

<R = b0 -   U  b*

is called the set of regular elements in b0. The connected components D°t of

(R are called open Weyl chambers. One knows that there are w of them where
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w is the order of W and that in fact they may be indexed by W in such a way

that if

<R =   U   D°.
(7fcW

is the decomposition of flt into its connected components D°=cr(D11) for any

oEW and D° = D°, where e is the identity element of W. The closure D„ of

T)% will be called a closed Weyl chamber or simply a Weyl chamber. Obviously

one has

*)o =   U   D.
new

and D„ = cf(D). Having fixed D—now called the fundamental chamber—

among all the equally suitable Weyl chambers, we will say that an element

x£f)o is dominant if x£Z>. We will say x is strongly dominant if xG-D0. That

is, x is strongly dominant if it is both dominant and regular.

Each chamber D„, o(E.W, decomposes A into a union of two disjoint sub-

sets A + and Ar where Ar = (— l)Ar and </>GAr if and only if (cp, x) ?;0 for all

xG-Dff. Conversely, one knows that xGD, if and only if (<j>, x)^0 for all

$£A,+. Of course the inequality St becomes a strict inequality > when

x££>". Write A+ and A~ for Ae+ and Ar. The elements of A+ are called positive

roots and they are in fact just the positive elements of A writh respect to a

suitable lexicographical ordering in f)0. We shall assume from now on that

such an ordering is given in bo-

2.2. Consider the lattice / (also, a discrete subgroup of f)0) of integral

elements in h0. By definition /*£/ if and only if 2(u, <p)/(4>, 4>) is an integer

for all #£A. The set I is the set of all weights of all representations of Q.

Let IICIA+, II = {ai, a2, • • • , cti], be the set of simple positive roots. The

elements a,-, i—\, 2, • • ■ , I form a basis of f)0. Let/,-, j—1, 2, • • • , / be the

dual basis to the basal elements 2a</(a,-, o<), i= 1, 2, • • • , /. That is

2(/y, an)
(2.2.1) ^_U5.,

(a,, oii)

Then/jGJ, j= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , I and in fact these elements form a basis of /.

That is, if /i£f)o then upon writing

i

M = E »»/<■
i=l

Ai G i" if and only if the re* are integers. On the other hand /,• G D for

j—l, 2, • ■ ■ , I and in fact if xGfyo then upon writing

i

(2.2.2) *=!>,/<
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xED if and only if c.^0, i=\, 2, ■ • • , I and xED" if and only if ct>0,

t=l, 2, • • • , I. Important in representation theory is the intersection

ID = ir\D, the set of dominant integral elements in b0 and Id° = II^D0, the

set of strongly dominant integral elements in b0.

2.3. Now let it be a representation of g on the finite dimensional complex

vector space VT. We shall always assume that the representation is complex

linear.

In such a case one knows that there is a unique decomposition of V* as

a direct sum of weight spaces VT(p), pEL That is

v, = £ vt(m)
pel

where V^(fx) is defined by

Vr(ii) = {v E VT | ir(x)v = (u, x)v for all * £ b}.

Of course 7*0^)^0 for only a finite number of ju. An element /*£/ such

that Vr(jj.) ?^0 is called a weight of x. We will let A(ir) QI designate the set of

weights of it.

Now for any fiEI let mT(fi) =dim Vr(fi). One always has

mT(ix) = mr(<ru)

for any fiEI, <?E W.

Now in case ir is irreducible the convex set in b0 generated by all the

weights of it has as its extremal points a unique dominant weight X and all

its conjugates {<rX}, aEW. Any one of these extremal points will be called

an extremal weight. The weight X is the highest weight of w relative to any

lexicographical ordering in b0 making A+ the set of positive elements in A. It

is an already classical theorem, due to E. Cartan, that wu(X) = l and thatx

is characterized by its highest weight. Furthermore, since any element vEId

is the highest weight of some irreducible representation of g, we may use Id

as the index set for the set of equivalence classes of all irreducible representa-

tions of g. In fact, for simplicity, for each \EId we choose a fixed irreducible

representation of g with highest weight X and designate it by tt\. The vector

space for this representation will be designated by V\ and, for simplicity,

we will write V\(n) for F»x(ju), m\(fi) for «n()i) and A(X) for A(7Tx).

3. The partition function P. 1. Now g admits the direct sum decomposition

8 = b + 23 («+)

where e*, <pEA, is a root vector associated with <p. Thus

(3.1.1) [*, e«] = (<p, x)e$

for any x£b. Now let 8(g) be the universal enveloping algebra (Birkhoff-
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Witt algebra) of fl. Let zit t = l, 2, ■ • • , / be a basis of f)o. Then (see [7,

Th6oreme 1', p. 1-07]) the elements

(3.1.2)    (*,)«■(«*)* • • • (e*r)Hzi)Hz2¥> ■ ■ ■ («,)f«(«_*I)*(e^^* • ■ ■ (e_«>

form a basis of 8(g). Here r is the number of positive roots. <p{,i = l,2, • • ■ ,r,

are the positive roots indexed so that <t>i<<t>i+i and £,-, J"y, r\k, i^i^r, 1 £j£l,

l^k^r are non-negative integers, designating, of course, the powers of the

corresponding basal elements. We shall need a simplified notation for this

basal element. Towards this end let d designate the re-tuple (£,-, fy, rjk) and

write e* for the basal element (3.1.2). Let A designate the index set of all

re-tuples 6 with non-negative integer coefficients. Thus the most general ele-

ment ^GS(fl) may be uniquely written

p = E °««s

where at are complex numbers, only a finite number of which are distinct

from zero.

3.2. Now since AC/ we can define a mapping of A into I as follows: the

image of 0GA is denoted by (0) and (8) is defined by

(3.2.1) (6) = t> (*« ~ *)*."

where 0 is the integral w-tuple (£i, {"/, tj*). The significance of (6) will be ap

parent from the following: consider the infinite dimensional (purely algebraic)

representation p of g on 8(g) defined by p(x)p= [x, p] where xGg, £G8(g).

Then we observe that 8(g) admits the direct sum decomposition

(3.2.2) S(9) = ZSm(8)

where 8„(g), the "weight space for the weight u" is defined by

S,(8) = \P G S((j) | [x, p] - (/*, *)/>, * G l)} •

Indeed it is clear from (3.1.1) and (3.2.1) that e9GS(«>(g) and that in fact

the set of all e9 such that (d)=n forms a basis of 8„(g). Since the set {ee},

0GA, forms a basis of £(g) we have (3.2.2).

Now any representation ir of g on a vector space FT admits a unique ex-

tension to £(g) as a homomorphism of 8(g) into the algebra of operators on

Vr. We shall always regard it as so extended. The significance of the decom-

position as far as representation theory is concerned is that ir(p) maps

Vt(v)-+Vt(v+h) for every pG8„(g). That is

(3.2.3) f: S„(o) X Vr(v) -* Vw(n + v)

where ir(p, v) =w(p)v for pGS„(g), »G FT(«»). This is, of course, clear from the

definition of 8M(g) and VT(v).
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3.3. The space S„(g) is clearly infinite-dimensional. For many purposes it

suffices to consider a particular finite dimensional subspace of SM(g), the sub-

space generated by e« where <p is positive. Let n+, a maximal nilpotent sub-

algebra of g, be the Lie subalgebra spanned linearly by the root vectors e+

where <££A+. Then as usual one may regard 8(n+), the enveloping algebra

of n+, as a subalgebra of 8(g).

Let A+ designate the subset of A consisting of all w-tuples £,-, fy, 77* such

that f, = »?* = 0, j=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , I, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r. We will use the letter £ to

designate elements of A+.

Now we observe (applying [7, Theoreme 1', p. 1-07] again) that the ele-

ments ei, £(EA+ form a basis of 8(n+). Let

S„(n+) =8„(g)n8(n+).

Then it is clear that if A+(/u), nEI, is defined by

a+(m) = ({GA+|(f) = „)

the elements e(, ££A+0u) form a basis of 8M(n+). Furthermore it is also clear

that 8M(n+) is finite dimensional. The function on I which assigns to each nEI

the dimension of 8„(n+) plays a central role in this paper. Thus for any nEI

let

P(p) = dim 8M(n+)

= number of elements in A+(u).

We wish to make the following observations about P(n). First of all each

££A+(/*) may be regarded as a "way" of writing ju as a sum of positive roots.

Since repetitions of roots are permitted and the order in which the roots occur

does not enter, £ may be regarded as a "partition" of ju into a sum of positive

roots. Thus P(n) is, in effect, a partition function counting the number of

partitions of /* as a sum of positive roots.

Upon writing

1

(3.3.1) u = 23 »>««
•-1

it is obvious that P(n) =0, if for some i, n{ is not a non-negative integer.

Also note that P(0) = 1(2). These facts are used in the recurrence formula

given in §6 for P. We note more generally that if w,- is a non-negative integer

for all i then P(p) ^ 1. Indeed the formula (3.3.1) provides a way of writing

H as a sum of simple positive roots. Since the simple positive roots are linearly

independent there is only one such way of writing ju.

Now what was defined above for n+ we define similarly for n-, the Lie

subalgebra generated linearly by all the root vectors e_#, d>EA+. Let A- be

(2) Recall that £(n+) contains the scalars and that £,=f,- = 'H = 0 defines an element ?£a+

such that «f = 1.
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all re-tuples £,-, ft, rjk such that $< = fj = 0, »=1, 2, • • • , r, j= 1, 2, • • ■ , /. We
will use the letter w to designate an element in A-. Analogously 8„(tr) has as

basis the elements e" where 7;GA~(p;). Obviously

dim S„(n+) = dim 8_„(n~)

for any n£I.

3.4. Returning to representation theory, for any \G.Id let V\G V\ be a

weight vector belonging to the highest weight X. That is, (v\) = Fx(X). It is a

well known and simple fact that every vector vGV\ may be put in the form

v = ir\(p)v\ where £>G8(rr). Indeed to prove this it suffices to know, (1), that

the root vectors eai and e_a;, where a, and a,- run through the simple positive

roots, generate g and, (2), that [eai, £<*,] = S.ya,-. Furthermore it follows from

(3.2.3) that for any nEI every vector »G Fx(X—ju) may be written v = ir\(p)v\

where £G8_M(rr). That is,

7Tx(8_„(n-)K = ^x(X - u).

It follows immediately then that

(3.4.1) mx(X - u) g P(ji)

for any XG-Td- We will show that given any liGI, X can be chosen so that the

equality holds in (3.4.1). This and more will be needed in §6.2.

4. Theorems of Dynkin and Brauer. 1. For anyXG/i> letX*G^z> be the

highest weight of the contragredient representation to ir\. We may always

choose V\* so that V\* is the dual space to V\ and 7rx*(x) is the negative trans-

pose of ir\(x) for any xGg.

Now for any XG-7b we recall that A(X) = —A(X*) and in fact m\(ji)

= m\'(—fi). Note that this implies —X* is the extremal weight of ttx which

lies in the chamber —D. It follows then that the one dimensional space

Fx(—X*) may be characterized by

Fx(-X*) = {v G Fx | irx(x)i> = 0 for all x G rr}.

Now let 7r be any representation of g on a vector space F». Define the sub-

space ZTCZ Vr as follows:

Zr = {v G Vr I tt(x)v = 0 for all x G rr}.

It follows immediately that

(4.1.0) dimZI = C(7r)

where C(w) is the number of irreducible representations appearing in the

decomposition of FT into irreducible components.

Now let Xi, \2GId and consider the case when •7r = 7rx2<8>7rx*, the tensor

product of the representations 7Tx2 and 7Txt- It is well known that we may iden-
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tify the vector space VT= Fx2<8>Fx} with the space L(V\lt Fx2) of all linear

transformations A mapping Px, into Fx2 and that with respect to this identi-

fication

t(x)(A) = w\,(x)A — Atxx(x).

But then we find that

Z(tm ® ttx«) = {A E L(VXi, Fx2) | *\2(x)A = Airxx(x) for all i£r).

That is, Z(7rx2<8>7Tx*) is the set of all intertwining operators for the pair of

restriction representations Trxjtt- and 7Tx2|n_(3). But then we note that if

AEZ(irM®ir£)

(4.1.1) *K,(p)A = A*Xl(p)

holds for all pE&(n~). On the other hand since every vector vE V\t may be

put in the form v = ir\1(p)v\1 where pE&(n~) and (fx) = Fx(X), it follows that

every AEZ(t\2®it\) is uniquely determined by what it does to the single

vector vXi.

Define the subspace T4y\2(X1) C Fx2 by

Wy,(Xx) = {v E Fx21 v = AvXl for some A E Z(ir^ ® «xj)}.

Then, as we have just noted, the mapping

(4.1.2) o-: Z(ttx2 8 irx-) -* Wxt(\J

defined by

o-(A) = Avx,

for ^4£Z(7rx2(8nrxt) is an isomorphism onto. Recalling (4.1.0) we note in pass-

ing that we have proved

Lemma 4.1. Let Xi, X2£/d- For any finite dimensional representation it of g

let C(ir) denote the number of irreducible representations occurring in the com-

plete reduction of iv into irreducible components. Then

(4.1.3) C(ttx2 8 ttx;) = dim W^(\)

(4.1.4) g dim Fx2.

We will be interested in the case when equality holds in (4.1.4). That is,

when TFx2(Xi) = Fx2. Towards this end we wish to characterize the space

^,(Xi).
4.2. For any X£/d and any vE V\ let the left ideal &(v, X) in 8(n~) be

defined by

£(»,X) = {p E S(n-) | ;rx(p)v = 0}.

(3) If fCg is a subalgebra and jr is a representation of fl denote by r\ f the restriction of

7T to f.
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The following lemma is then an elementary fact in general ring theory:

Lemma 4.2. Let Xi, X2G/d; then when nGFx2, v(EW\,(\i) if and only if

8(flxi, Xi)CS(fl, X2). That is, if and only if

""Xit/'K, = 0 implies ttx2(/>)» = 0

for any £G8(tr).

Proof. If flGJFx2(Xi) it is obvious from (4.1.1) that the condition of Lemma

4.2 is satisfied. Conversely if the condition is satisfied then setting

Afa^vxJ = wXi(p)v

for all £G8(n~) defines (in a well defined way) an element A(E;Z(t\2®tt\\)

such that Av\t = v.

4.3. In [3], Dynkin introduces (Definition 3.2, p. 283) the notion of one

representation being subordinate to another. In the case of irreducible repre-

sentations, say xx! and 7Tx2, Dynkin's definition is as follows: irx2 is said to be

subordinate to irx, (or simply X2 is subordinate to Xi) in case t>x2G Wx,(X2)(4).

Recall (t>x2) = Fx2(X2).

Thus according to Lemma 4.2, X2 is subordinate to Xi if and only if

8(i>x,, Xi)C8(i;x2, X2). That is, if and only if for all £G8(tr)

(4.3.1) W/Ofx, = ° implies T\t(p)vx2 = 0.

Dynkin then goes on to prove the following theorem (Theorem 4.3 below,

Theorem 3.15 in [3, p. 285]), which asserts in effect that X2 is subordinate to

Xi if and only if (4.3.1) holds for a much smaller class of elements p. First

however, we recall the following well known facts in representation theory.

Let it be a representation of g on FT. Let </>GA, p,GA(7r), v be any vector in

VT(n) which is also an eigenvector of 7r(e_0e0). (It is known that one may find

a basis in Ft(m) which has this property.) Then

2(<p, n)

(4-3-2) w'-«
where p is the smallest value of j such that Tr((e^)i+1)v = 0 and q is the small-

est value of j such that w(e!^i)v = 0. For use later on we note the following

easy consequence of (4.3.2). Let M+(K) be defined by

2(<b, u)
M*(\) =   max- ;

/*SA(A)   (<t>, <p)

then Jlf+(X) is the smallest value of j such that

(4.3.3) n(4+1) = 0.

(*) Note that in [3] extremal vector means weight vector for the highest weight, not any

extremal weight.
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The equivalence of the two statements in the following theorem arises

from the fact that if X£ID and X= 23<-i r>/< lnen by (2.2.1) and (4.3.2) d is
the smallest value of j such that

7rx(e_„,>x = 0,

i=l, 2, • ■ • , I.

Theorem (Dynkin) 4.3. Let Xi, X2£//j. Then ttx„ is subordinate to xx, if

and only if\x~X2£/d- That is, writing

'    k

x* = 23 c'f>> k = \,2

xxj is subordinate to 7rx, if and only if

1 2

Ci sg  Ci

for i = 1, 2, • • • , I. Equivalently ttx2 is subordinate to 7rx, if and only if for allj,

and t = l, 2, • • • , I

irxxietcjv^ = 0 implies 7rx2(eL„,>x2 = 0

where (vXt) = V\k(\k), k = l, 2.

4.4. For any nEI, X£/b, vE V\ let

8_„(i/, X) = 8_„(n-) C\ &(v, X).

Then the inequality (3.4.1) in fact becomes

(4.4.1) P(u) - mx(X - u) = dim 8_„(t»x, X).

Dynkin's theorem asserts that as the coefficients of X go up the right side of

(4.4.1) goes down. We shall need the fact (proved later) that it can be made

zero.

Let Xi, X2£/£>; we will now say that X2 is totally subordinate to Xi in case

J/x2= Wx2(Xi). Obviously totally subordinate implies subordinate.

From the point of view of general ring theory the notions of subordinate

and totally subordinate are very easy to describe. Let k=l, 2, then V\t may

be regarded as a cyclic module over the ring £(n~), with cyclic vector V\t.

Now associated with every cyclic module over a ring are two prominent sub-

rings (1) the left ideal (here S(nxt, X*)) of all ring elements which annihilate

the cyclic vector and (2) the two sided ideal—now written as Jk—of all ring

elements which annihilate the entire module. Obviously JkC.&(v\k, X*). Now

we observe that X2 is subordinate to Xi when &(vXv ~Kl)Q&(vXi, X2) and totally

subordinate to Xi when S(z/x,, Xi)CJ2.

Continuing from §4.1, obviously Lemma 4.1 implies
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Lemma 4.4. Let Xi, \2EId\ then \2 is totally subordinate to Xi if and only if

C(irXi <g) ttx*) = dim FXj.

4.5. If X2 is totally subordinate to Xi it follows immediately from Lemma

4.2 and (4.3.2) that

2(cti, Xi)       2(ai; u)

(a,-, af)        (a,-, «<)

for all mGA(X2). Thus by §2.1, (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) we have

Lemma 4.5. Let Xi, \2(E.Id- //X2 is totally subordinate to Xi then \i—u(EId

for all u£.A(k2) or equivalently

xxi(e--<»,>*i = 0 implies irx2(eLai) = 0

for all j and all i= 1, 2, • • • , I.

4.6. We will prove an analogue of Dynkin's theorem (Theorem 5.1) for

the notion of totally subordinate (instead of subordinate). Theorem 5.1 as-

serts in effect that the condition of Lemma 4.5 is also a sufficient condition for

totally subordinate. For this we need a theorem of Brauer. First, however,

we wish to observe,

Lemma 4.6. Let Xi, \2ElId then X2 is totally subordinate to Xi if and only if

X* is totally subordinate to Xf.

Proof. It is obvious that ir\*®ir\1 is the contragredient representation to

irx2<8>7Txt. Hence C(7rx2<8)7rx1) = C(7rx2®fl"x*)- Since, of course, dim Fx*=dim Fx2

the result follows from Lemma 4.4.

4.7. Let 0,(1) designate the group algebra over /. We admit into 0,(1)

only functions h on I with finite support. It is also convenient to regard ele-

ments of 0(1) as finite formal combinations of the elements of /. However,

since the group operation in / is written additively we will designate the func-

tion (Dirac measure at v) which is 1 at v and zero at /j, for all p^v by 8,. Thus

when h is regarded as a formal combination of elements of I, h is written

uniquely as

h = £ aA

where only a finite number of the ay axe distinct from zero. When regarded

as a function, h(v)=ay. The function m\, defined in §2.3, which assigns to

each vE:I its multiplicity in irx is an element of 0(1). Now for each v£LI let

F,£0(I) be defined by

F> = 22 sg(o-8)„.
trSW

Note that Fv = sg(<r)Fay and as a function Fy(jj,)=sg(o)Fy(au). Next we

observe that Fy^0 if and only if pG<R; that is, if and only if v is regular. In-
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deed if p£(Jt then (see §2.1) all the elements av, aEWare distinct and hence

certainly F.^O. If, however, vE% for some d>EA then R^v — v, and since

sg(P*) — —1. F, = Frv= —Fr and hence F, = 0. Thus it suffices to consider

F, for regular v. In fact it suffices to consider only Fa where uEId", that is,

where co is strongly dominant. Indeed if v£(R there exists a unique ccEId"

such that F,~ ±F„. This is obvious since there exists a unique a such that

(tvEId0- Let co = av; then Fr = sg(a)Fu.

An element hE&(I) will be called alternating in case

h(y) = sg(a)h(o-u)

for every /*£/. Let a,(J)Ca(7) be the space of all alternating elements in

0,(1). The elements F, belong to ft8(7) and are called elementary alternating

sums. If A£et,(I) then since

h(n) = — 23 sg(o-)h(o-fi)
w ceW

where w = order (W) it follows that every element in (1,(7) is spanned by ele-

mentary alternating sums. Hence from above every hE&s(I) may be uniquely

written as h= 23'oeW buFa where 6„ = 0 except for a finite number of co. That

is, the elements Fa, coEId" form a basis of Ct»(7).

Now let

1    v,
g - t 23+ *■

Then it is a well known fact that gEI and in fact, 2(gia,)/(a;, a,-) = 1 for all i.

That is

(4.7.1) g = A + /« +■ •■•+/!.

Thus from (2.2.2), gEIo0. In fact g is a very special element of Id0. It is the

unique minimal element of Id" in the sense that co — gEIo for every uEId".

Conversely it is also clear that X+g£Is0 for every X£7B. Thus if r„ desig-

nates the operation of translation by g in 7 then

(4.7.2) t,:7d-»/do

where the isomorphism is onto. This property characterizes g as an element

of 7. Thus we see that any hE&,(T) may be uniquely written as

(4.7.3) h=   23 «xFm.,
Xe/D

where flx = 0 except for a finite number of X.

4.8. Let Xi, X2£7z>. In [2] R. Brauer has given a formula for determining

the irreducible representations which occur in the tensor product of 7rx, and

ttx,. This formula is given as Theorem 4.8 below. (In Theorem 4.8, however,
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we consider 7rx2®irx, instead of ttxj®^. We do this because the formula for

the former is more directly applicable for us.) Since ■n-\'2®ir\1 is symmetric in

X* and Xi it is somewhat surprising at first to note that the formula is de-

cidedly unsymmetric in Xi and X*. However, it is this feature which suggested

the use to which this formula is put here.

Recalling that m\'(ji)=m\(—ij,), (see §4.1), we have

Theorem (Brauer) 4.8. Let Xi, \2£.Id- Let rex, XG^c, be the multiplicity

of the irreducible representation ir\ occurring in the tensor product of tt\1 and

ttx, (of course «x = 0 except for a finite number of\) so that

ir\l ® xx, =   22  wx""x
xeiD

where the equality sign actually stands for equivalence.

Now according to (4.7.3) let the coefficients a\, XG-fs, be defined by

(4.8.1) £wx2(m)^+Ai-, =   Z  ax^+x-

Then ax = «x-

5. A weak generalization of the Clebsch-Gordan theorem. 1. In the gen-

eral case the formula (4.8.1) for the coefficients rex has one serious drawback.

That is because in general Xi— u^Id for n^A(K2) and hence (see §4.7) there

will be considerable cancellation in the contribution towards the coefficients

on the right side of (4.8.1). But now if we assume X2 is totally subordinate

to Xi then Lemma 4.5 asserts that this drawback is eliminated and hence in

fact we can read off the coefficients rex directly from the left side of (4.8.1).

On the other hand we observe again that we need only assume Xi—mG-^b for

all mGA(X2) for this to be true.

But under this weaker assumption we get the relation

^2 rex =   22 wx2(a*).
xer i*eiD

That is,

C(irx; ® irx,) = dim Fx.

= dim Fx2.

But by Lemma 4.6 this implies X2 is totally subordinate to Xi. We have

thus proved the following theorem. The tensor product aspects of Theorem

5.1 may be regarded as a weak generalization of the Clebsch-Gordan theorem.

A generalization, since if g is the Lie algebra of all 2X2 complex matrices

of trace zero then for any pair Xi, X2G.f1>, either Xi is totally subordinate to

X2 or vice versa. Weak, since for general g not every pair Xi, \2(E.Id are so

related. Applying Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 we have
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Theorem 5.1. The following statements are all equivalent. Let Xi, X2£7z>

(1) X2 is totally subordinate to Xi,

(2) \x-»EId for all nEAfa),
(3) 7/Xi= 23U Cifi then c^Ma<(V). *-l, 2, • • • , I (see §4.3),
(4) irx^^v^^O implies ir\i(e'-ai) =0 for i=l, 2, • • • , l;j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ .

(5) C(7rx2<8>irx;) =dim Fx2 where C(7rx, 8irx*) « //«e number of irreducible

representations appearing in the decomposition of the tensor product ir\%®w\\

into irreducible representations.

(6) For any \EId the representation tt\ appears wx2(m) times, where

ju=Xi—X, in the decomposition of the tensor product ir^Qw^ into irreducible

representations.

5.2. Let g be as in §4.7. Consider now the "one-parameter" family of

representations itkg, k = 0, 1, 2, ■ • ■ . But now for any XEId where

X=23(-ic»/» ^ follows immediately from (4.7.1) and Dynkin's theorem,

Theorem 4.3, that irx is subordinate to irks if and only if £^max< ct. In par-

ticular we note that wkg is subordinate to X(*+d, for all k. Thus for all ju£7

(5.2.1) S„(t>(k+i)„ (k + l)g) C 8>tB, kg).

Since as we recall

(5.2.2) P(ji) - mko(kg - n) = dim S„(»*„ kg)

it follows that the left side of (5.2.2) is monotone decreasing with increasing

k. Next as an immediate consequence of (1) and (3) in Theorem 5.1 we have

Lemma 5.2. Let X£7d. Then ir\ is totally subordinate to wka if and only if

k ^ max Mai(\).

5.3. But now we can prove easily that the right side of (5.2.2) vanishes

for k sufficiently high. From (5.2.1) it obviously suffices to show that for any

pE&p(n~) there exists k such that Trkg(p)vkg9^0. [This insures that we can

always strictly drop the dimension of &p(vkg, kg) by choosing k large enough.]

But now by Theorem 1 in [6] for any pE&(&) there exists XEId such that

7rx(£)5^0. In particular if pE&p(n~) there exists vE V\ such that ir\(p)v?±Q.

On the other hand by Lemma 5.2 for any £^max< Afa,(X), 7rx is totally sub-

ordinate to -Wkg. Thus from the definition of totally subordinate TTkg(p)vkg?^0.

Thus we have proved

Lemma 5.3. Let nEI be arbitrary. Then there exists a positive integer N such

that

P(jl)     =    mkg(kg   -   fi)

for allk^N.

Now for every <rE W let the subset T(o) CIA+ be defined by
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T(<r) - {<be A+\<x-K<t>) G A"}

and let s(<r)G/ be defined by

s(o-) =    £   <t>.

It is clear that if we write

i

(5.3.1) s(a) = 22 bi(<r)ai

then all the integers bi(o) are non-negative. If cr^e then bi(<r) S: 1 for at least

one i.

Now observe that

*(*) = t(    2    *-  22 A
^  Ve(A+-r(»)) *ef(«)   /

Hence we see that

(5.3.2) s(o-) = g - o-(g)

for all <rGIF. In particular then it follows immediately from §2.1 and §4.7

that the elements s(a), a(EzW are all distinct. These elements of I will play

a fundamental role in the remaining portions of this paper. In the definition

of the function P on I we were concerned with the ways of expressing an ele-

ment u(EI in terms of the positive roots. Now we shall be concerned with

expressing n in terms of the elements s(a), a^W. However, although in gen-

eral there are far more elements s(cr) than there are roots the matter is never-

theless simplified since now we will be concerned with the number of ordered

ways of doing this—in fact ordered ways with a signature. Hence a recursion

formula can immediately be given in this case. In the case of P(u), until we

establish the equality given in Lemma 6.2 no recursive formula is apparent

to the author.

5.4. For convenience write the elements 5 ((r),(r GIF, as 5 j, i= 1, 2, • ■ ■ ,w

where w — order W. We may choose the ordering so that s\ = e and if Si = s(a)

then — sg(<r) = ( — 1)'. Now let T be the set of all finite sequences y,

y = (n, i2, ■ ■ • , iq)

such that ij is a positive integer and 2^ij^w.

For any h£lI let the subset T^cr be defined by

r„ = |t G r J2 *i, = /*} •

Observe that since 7,^2 for all 7GT it follows that T„ is a finite set. Now

for any y^Y define
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sg(y) = (-1) *+■■■+<<

Observe that if y is the empty sequence, that is, g = 0, then sg(y) = 1.

We can now define the function Q on /. For any p(E.I let

Q(m) = £ sg(y).
T€r„

If we write

i
u = 22 b%cti

i—1

we observe the following properties: (1) Q(li)=0 in case bi is not a non-

negative integer for some i, (2) 0(0) = 1, by a remark made above. Finally,

(3), we note that if n^O, Q satisfies the following recursive relation. (Here

we revert to the original notation, s(<r).)

(5.4.1) GG0 = -    £   **MQG«-*(*))•

From (1) and (2) above, and from (5.3.1) we note that (5.4.1) provides an

effective computation for Q.

It is especially interesting from the geometric point of view to write

(5.4.1) in the form

£ sg(o-)Q(u - s(a)) = 0
»eTT

for all mG-L, m^O.
6. The multiplicity formula. 1. Let XG^d. We now recall the formula of

Weyl for the character of the representation irx. For any xGf) Weyl's theorem

(see [8] or [7, p. 19-07])

£ F<,+x(u>) exp(&), x)

(6.1.1) tr exp tx(x) = ""L-—
2_ F„(o}) exp(w, x)
uel

where the (known) functions F,(E.O,(I), vG-f, are given in §4.7. On the other

hand in terms of the (unknown) function »wx, obviously

(6.1.2) tr exp irx(x) = £ m\(u>) exp(co, x).

Setting (6.1.1) equal to (6.1.2) and clearing the denominator in (6.1.1) it

follows that

Fs+\ = Pi>*m\

where * designates multiplication (convolution) in the group algebra 0(1).

Thus recalling the definition of F0 and the usual expression for convolution
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(6.1.3) Fl+X(u) = 23 sg(<r)mx(a - o-(g)).

This immediate but none the less important consequence of Weyl's formula

was first pointed out to us by Raoul Bott.

Now let v = co — g and define

G(v) = FBfx(to)

- Fe+x(v + g).

Then G£ft(7) has the following properties

,,  ,   ., _, .        (0 for v * «r(X + g) - g,
(6.1.4) G(v) = <

(sg(a) for v = <r(X + g) - g.

Substituting e+g for co in the right side of (6.1.3), solving for the case

when <r = e, and recalling that g — ag = s(<r), we get

(6.1.5) mx(v) = G(v)-     23    sg(a-)mx(V + s(c-)).

Like (1.1.3) this sets up a recursive formula for m\(v). On the other hand

(6.1.5) has one significant advantage over (1.1.3)—it does not necessitate

the division of a term which might vanish. Now as in §5.4 write s(cr) = Si where

— sg(a) = (—l)i and cr^e implies i^2. Then applying (6.1.5) a second time

we get

mx(p) = G(v) + Z (- 1)"G(" + st)+    23    (-l^'+^xO' + sh + Si2).
•1-2 »l,t2«2

In fact repeating the substitution k times we derive the relation

M») - 23     23     (-i)il+,'2+-' -+iiG(v + sh + st, + • • • +«,,)
J-O t'i,i2. • • •.</—2

+ 23 (-1)'I+ij+■••+i^x(v + Sh + Sh+   ■   ■   ■  + Sit).
*It<fi •• •.«'*=2

But now by (5.3.1) there exists an integer J17 such that for all k^M and

any sequence y = (ii, i2, • • ■ , 4), M»s£»i^2, otx(»'+5,1+j,-2+ • • • +s,t)=0.

The same is true for G. Thus we can let k—> oo and obtain from the definition

of Q the relation

(6.1.6) f»x(iO = 23 (?(« - ")<?(«).
o>er

Now recalling (6.1.4) we obtain
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Lemma 6.1. Let XG/c, v(=il then

«xW = £ sg(o-)Q(o-(g + X) - (g + «0).
<r£W

6.2. We will now proceed to prove the second major point of this paper,

namely P = Q.

Lemma 6.2. The functions P and Q on I are identical.

Proof. Let n€zl be arbitrary. By Lemma 5.3 there exists an integer N

such that

(6.2.1) P(u) = mkg(kg - u)

iorallk^N.
Now write

u = £ bicti
i-l

and let Ni = max,- bi. Then by (5.3.1) for all integers k^Ni and all ffGIF,

aj^e

(6.2.2) Q((k + l)(o-(g) - g) + u) = 0.

This is clear since (& + l)(o"(g)— g)+fi=ti — (k + l)s(a) and if we expand

ix — (k-\-\)s(a) in terms of the a,-, at least one of the coefficients must be nega-

tive.

Let N2 = max (Ni, N). Apply Lemma 6.1 where X = jfeg, v = kg — u and

k^N2. Then

(6.2.3) mk0(kg - u) = £ sg(a)Q(a((k + l)g) - ((k + l)g - u)).
cew

But

°((k + l)g) - ((k + l)g - y) - (4 + l)(o-(g) -g) + u.

Hence by (6.2.2) all terms but one (cr = e) drop out of (6.2.3). That is,

mka(kg - u) = Q(p).

But then by (6.2.1) Q(u)=P(n). Q.E.D.
The following is our main theorem. Summarizing from above we have

proved

Theorem 6.2. Let §be a semi-simple Lie algebra with Cartan subalgebra t).

Let /Cb be the discrete group of integral linear forms on f) (see §2.2). Let P be

the function on I,—the partition function— which assigns to every pG^ the

number of ways p. can be partitioned into a sum of positive roots. (By a partition

is meant multiplicities are permitted and the order is discounted. See §3.3.)
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Let A+ be the set of positive roots and let

1    ^

Let W be the Weyl group and let

*(*) = g ~ <r(g)

for any aEW. Then s(cr) lies in the cone generated by the positive roots and for

pEI, u^O, P(n) satisfies the recursive relation

(6.2.4) P0*) = -     23    sg(a-)P(u - s(a)).
oeW.tr^e

[in fact P can be defined by (6.2.4) when given that P(0) = 1 and P(n) = 0

for any /x having a negative coefficient when expanded in terms of the simple posi-

tive roots(6).]

Let it be an irreducible representation of g. Write iv = ir\ where \EId (see

§2.3) is the highest weight of t. Let vEI be arbitrary. Let m\(v) =0 in case v is

not a weight of 7rx and in case v is a weight of ir\ let m\(v) be the multiplicity of

the weight v. Then the number m\(v) is given by the formula

(6.2.5) mxW = 23 sg(*)P(v(g + X) - (g + v)).
new

Remarks. In the author's opinion one of the most surprising aspects of

the result above is the equality of P and Q. This equality, of course, enables

us to establish formulas (6.2.4) and (6.2.5). [Note that when written in the

symmetric form,

23 p(>* - s(o-)) = o
tew

for /jlt^O, the formula (6.2.4) becomes (6.2.5) for the case X = 0. As far as

multiplicities are concerned the formula then asserts the obvious fact that

for the identity representation the only occurring weight is the zero weight. ]

But now the proof of the equality of P and Q rests heavily on representation

theory. Nevertheless the statement that P equals Q has nothing whatsoever

to do with representation theory. In fact it is a statement in combinatorial

analysis—asserting that the number of partitions of an arbitrary element

nEI where the parts are positive roots is equal to the number of ordered

ways with signature plus one minus the number of ordered ways with signa-

ture minus one of writing u with the elements g — o~(g), aEW, a^e. We can

find no direct proof to establish this equality (even in the case g = An).

(5) This is clear since occurring among the s(<r), aEW, are the simple positive roots them-

selves. That is, s(Rai) =a;, »•»!, 2, • • • , I, see §2.1.
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